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DET C20 04-5 71811For a review on the basic definitions and results on vector spaces, algebrasABSTRACT
This paper reformulates and extends the new, group theo-
retic, mobility criterion recently developed by the authors, Rico
and Ravani [1]. In contrast to the Kutzbach-Grübler criterion,
the new mobility criterion and the approach presented apply to
a large class of overconstrained linkages. The criterion is re-
formulated, in terms of the well known Jacobian matrices, for
exceptional linkages; it is extended to linkages with partitioned
mobility as well as trivial linkages. In addition, an extension
of the criterion is presented that would allow the computation
of degrees-of-freedom of several cases of paradoxical linkages.
The case of classical paradoxical linkages such as the Bennett
and Goldberg linkages still remains unsolved but some insight
into the application of the new mobility criterion for these link-
ages is also presented.
1 Introduction
Developing a general mobility criterion that can calculate
the number of degrees of freedom of any mechanism has been
a long standing problem in kinematics. The most commonly
used criterion is that developed initially by Grübler [2; 3] and ex-
tended by Kutzbach [4], and it is known as the Kutzbach-Grübler
criterion. In addition to Kutzbach and Grübler, many kinemati-
cians of different times have made various extensions and re-
formulations of the general mobility criterion. This includes the
work of Chebyshev, [5]; Sylvester, [6]; Somov, [7]; Bottema, [8];
Freudenstein and Alizade, [9]; Bagci, [10]; among others. The
problem of finding a general mobility criterion that can handle1
oceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org on 06/30/2019 Terms of Useall linkages including those with special geometry still remains
unsolved.
It is well known that Kutzbach-Grübler criterion does not
apply to linkages of special geometry, usually referred to as over-
constrained linkages. In his pioneering work on applications
of group theory to analysis and design of kinematic structures,
Hervè [11; 12] referred to linkages satisfying Kutzbach-Grübler
criterion as “trivial” linkages. He also identified two other classes
of linkages that do not satisfy Kutzbach-Grübler criterion and re-
ferred to them as “exceptional” and “paradoxical” linkages. Re-
cently the authors, Rico and Ravani [1], have presented a group
theoretic definition of trivial, exceptional and paradoxical links in
linkages and have developed a group theoretic mobility criterion.
This new criterion applies to linkages with exceptional or trivial
links and in the case of a purely trivial linkage becomes equiv-
alent to Kutzbach-Grübler criterion. The same authors together
with another co-worker [13] have also presented the differential
kinematic version of the same new criterion using the Lie algebra
of the Euclidean group.
In this paper, we reformulate this new mobility criterion of
Rico and Ravani [1] based on differential (instantaneous) kine-
matic analysis using the well known Jacobian matrices and linear
algebra.1 Although the theoretical basis of much of the paper re-
mains the same as in previous contributions [1; 13], we have at-
tempted to present the results employing mathematical tools and
terminologies that are presently well known within the kinemat-
ics community. We hope that this would make the results moreand matrices, the reader is referred to [14].Copyright  2004 by ASME
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Downappealing for practical applications both in design analysis and
synthesis and for use by practicioners.
We start with a brief section on the concept of mobility of
a linkage and the use of the Kutzbach-Grübler criterion. We de-
velop the general form of the new mobility criterion in terms of
Jacobian matrices and intersection of their column spaces. This
general form of the criterion applies to exceptional linkages and
it is, later, extended to linkages with partitioned mobility and triv-
ial linkages. Then, we study a special class of overconstrained
linkages, namely those with parallel and perpendicular joint axes
and Schönflies motions, there we show that it is possible to com-
pute the mobility of the linkage simply by inspection. We then
discuss an extension that handles several cases of paradoxical
linkages and the conditions for applying this extension are iden-
tified. Finally, it is shown how the extension may be employed
in the case of general paradoxical linkages such as the Bennett’s
and Goldberg’s linkages.
2 The Basic Concept of Mobility of a Linkage.
The mobility of a linkage is really the dimension of the con-
figuration space of the constraint motion of all the links of the
linkage due to the constraints imposed by the joints and any sym-
metries or special geometry of the linkage. The basic problem
with the Kutzbach-Grübler criterion is that it does not take into
account the effect of symmetries and special geometries inherent
in the kinematic structure of a linkage, therefore leading to an
incorrect computation of mobility or the degrees of freedom of
the linkage. Overconstraint linkages usually have some form of
symmetry or special geometry allowing them to achieve a mo-
bility that is not predictable by the Kutzbach-Grübler criterion.
Any proper mobility criterion for overconstraint linkages should
be able to properly identify the effect of all the symetries and spe-
cial geometries upon the dimension of the space of the constraint
motion of the linkage.
In one of its extended forms, the Kutzbach-Grübler criterion
for a linkage can be written as
F = ∑ fi  λ( j  l 1): (1)
where F is the number of degrees of freedom of the linkage, ∑ fi
is the sum of degrees of freedom of all the joints, l is the number
of links, j is the number of joints and λ is the number of allowed
degrees of freedom of the space in which the linkage operates in.
In the case of planar linkages λ is three (two translations and one
rotation) and in the case of spatial linkages is six.
The first term, i.e. ∑ fi, in the right hand side of equation
(1), determines the degrees of freedom of the linkages if it is
made into an open kinematic chain. The second expression in
the right hand side corresponds to the constraints imposed upon
the overall motion of the linkage by the closure of the linkage
into a closed kinematic chain.2
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is that it only incorporates the topology of a linkage in terms of
the number of joints, j, and links, l, and the overall dimension
of the space of the operation of the linkage, namely λ. It does
not take into account any special symmetries or geometries that
could affect the constraints imposed on the motion.
Equation (1) can be written in a more general form as
F = ∑ fi  C (2)
where C corresponds to the number of constraints imposed by the
closure of the linkage and any symmetries or special geometric
arrangement of the linkwork. The difficulty in using equation (2)
is in determining the value of C.
Here, we show how C can be calculated for trivial2 and ex-
ceptional linkages. We also provide an extension of the method
that would allow handling of certain classes of paradoxical link-
ages. We will start, in Section 4, with exceptional linkages and
then, we will specialize the results to trivial linkages and linkages
with partitioned mobility. Finally, we discuss the breakdown of
the method for the two well known paradoxical linkages of Ben-
nett and Goldberg and present a modification of the criterion that
can also handle a simple class of paradoxical linkages. Since
screw algebra is used in the approach presented here, we provide
a brief introduction to the relevant aspect of this algebra in the
appendix A.
3 Preliminaries.
In general, the Kutzbach-Grübler criterion does not cor-
rectly calculate the degrees-of-freedom of overconstrained link-
ages. The problem is that the second part of equation (1) does
not account for the special geometric dimensions of the linkage
that produce exceptional or paradoxical motion of the links. This
means that the constraints introduced by the closure of the link-
age are not properly taken into account. The approach presented
here involves cutting the closed loop linkage into two open loop
kinematic chains (see Figure 1), determining the mobility space
of each of the open loop linkages, and then looking at the inter-
section of the two mobility spaces. In the analysis presented we
assume that all the joints are either: revolute, screw or prismatic
pairs, see Figure 2. Note that all other lower pair kinematic joints
can be considered as a combination of these three types.
It is also well known that the screws that represent the kine-
matic pair that joins a pair of adjacent are given by
1. Revolute joint.
$R = [(ŝ;~r ŝ)] (3)
2The mobility of trivial linkages can be easily determined using Kutzbach-
Grübler criterion and it does not need the approach of this paper. It is included
here only for completeness.Copyright  2004 by ASME
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DownFigure 1. An Open Loop Kinematic Chain.
Figure 2. The Three Basic Types of Kinematic Pairs.
2. Screw or Helical joint.







Where ŝ is a unit vector along the kinematic pair axis, ~r is the
position vector from any point along the kinematic pair axis to
a point arbitrarily chosen as the origin, and h is the pitch of the
screw axis. For a graphical explanation of the joint parameters,
see Figure 2.
Definition 1. Jacobian Matrix. Consider an open loop
kinematic chain, where link 1 is regarded as the base or fixed
link and link n is regarded as the end-effector. The jacobian
matrix between 1 and n is given by
BV(1;n) =
1$2 2$3    n 1$nInd (6)3
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adjacent links along the kinematic chain and the suffix Ind indi-
cates that a linearly independent set of f1$2;2$3; : : : ;n 1$ng has
been chosen. It should be noted that in the usual jacobian matri-
ces, the linearly dependent screws are also included.
From a jacobian matrix it is possible to compute another
matrix, that will be later called closure matrix. Let BV =
[$1 $2 : : : $n] be a jacobian matrix, then a matrix BA will be
formed by the columns of the original matrix B V and all other
columns obtained by Lie products and multiple Lie products
of the column vectors of the jacobian matrix BV. These new
columns must not lie in the column space of the matrix BV ob-
tained at that point.3
A meta-program for obtaining the closure matrix associated
with a jacobian matrix is given now




5. while flag=false do
for i from 1 to cardinality(B) 1 do


















Definition 2. Closure Matrix. Let BA(1;n) be the ma-
trix obtained from the jacobian matrix BV(1;n), by following
the procedure just indicated, then BA(1;n) is called the closure
matrix associated with links 1 and n.
While the column space of a jacobian matrix provides all
the relative mobilities that link n can have with respect to link
1, the column space of the closure matrix provides the “space”,
or composite subgroup of the Euclidean group E(3), where the
movement of link n with respect to link 1 takes place. In the
remainder of this section, these results will be applied to single
loop closed kinematic chains.
Consider the single-loop closed kinematic chain shown in
Figure 3. Given a pair of distinct rigid bodies, i and j, in the
3The process indicated here is that of obtaining the closure algebra of a vector
space in the Lie algebra, e(3), of the euclidean group, E(3), see [13], pages 483-
487.Copyright  2004 by ASME
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Between Rigid Bodies i and j.
kinematic chain, there exist two different “paths” between these
rigid bodies. Then it is possible to define two important matrices.
Definition 3. Consider a single-loop closed kinematic chain.
Choose and arbitrary rigid body in the close
chain as 1. Let the n rigid bodies in the kinematic chain be
numbered in a clockwise direction. Then if 1 i < j  n, the se-
quences i; i+1; : : : ; j 1; j and i; i 1; :::;2;1;n;n 1; : : : ; j+1; j
are called the clockwise path and the counterclockwise path re-
spectively.
Definition 4. Clockwise and Counterclockwise Jacobian
Matrices. Let i and j be a pair of arbitrary rigid bodies in a
closed kinematic chain, then the clockwise jacobian matrix be-
tween i and j is given by
BVc(i; j) =
i$i+1 i+1$i+2    j 1$ jInd : (7)
Thus the clockwise jacobian matrix is the jacobian matrix be-
tween i and j following the clockwise path.
Similarly the counterclockwise jacobian matrix between i
and j is given by
BVcc(i; j) =
i$i 1 i 1$i 2    1$n n$n 1    j+1$ jInd : (8)
Thus the counterclockwise jacobian matrix is the jacobian matrix
between i and j following the counterclockwise path. 4
Definition 5. Clockwise and Counterclokwise Closure
Matrices. Let BAc(i; j) be the closure matrix obtained from
4The column spaces of these jacobian matrices are the clockwise and coun-
terclockwise infinitesimal mechanical liaisons of link j with respect to link i,
denoted in [13] as Vc(i; j) and Vcc(i; j) respectively.4
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the clockwise closure matrix. Similarly if BAcc(i; j) is the clo-
sure matrix obtained from the counterclockwise jacobian matrix
BVcc(i; j), then BAcc(i; j) is called the counterclockwise closure
matrix.5
There is a last matrix that has to be determined.
Definition 6. Absolute Closure Matrix. Let BAc(i; j) and
BAcc(i; j) be the clockwise and counterclockwise closure matri-
ces of a pair of links in a kinematic chain, then the absolute
closure matrix, denoted BAa(i; j) is the matrix whose columns
are a basis of the intersection of the column spaces of the closure
matrices BAc(i; j) and BAcc(i; j).6
In what follows, the dimension of the column space of these
jacobian, closure matrices and absolute closure matrices namely
the Rank of the jacobian and closure matrices, will play an im-
portant role in the determination of the mobility of kinematic
chains.
3.1 Example 1.
Consider the closed kinematic chain formed by six links
shown if Figure 4. The chain forms a Sarrus’s linkage.
Figure 4. A Sarrus Linkage.
Assume that starting with the revolute that joins links 1 and
2 and proceeding in a clockwise fashion, the screws associated
with the kinematic pairs are given by
1$2 = [0; 0; 1; 3; 1; 0] 2$3 = [0; 0; 1; 1; 2; 0]
















































5The column space of these closure matrices are the clockwise and counter-
clockwise closure algebras of link j with respect to link i, denoted in [13] as
Ac(i; j) and Acc(i; j) respectively.
6The column space of this absolute closure matrix is the absolute closure
algebra, Aa(i; j) employed in [13]. Copyright  2004 by ASME
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with respect to link 1. First, the clockwise jacobian and closure
matrices will be computed.
It is easy to prove that f1$2;2$3;3$4g is linearly indepen-
dent. Thus the clockwise jacobian matrix BVc(1;4) is given by













In order to find the clockwise closure matrix BAc(1;4), it is nec-
essary to implement the procedure indicated in this section.
1. Compute the Lie product of 1$2 and 2$3.
$12 =
1$2 2$3= [0; 0; 0; 1; 2; 0]
In order to find if $12 2 [1$2;2$3;3$4]7 look to the matrix
BV = [
1$2 2$3 3$4 $12], whose columns are 1$2, 2$3, 3$4, and
$12. Since Rank(BV) = 3, then $12 2 [
1$2;2$3;3$4], and $12
is discarded.
2. Compute the Lie product of 1$2 and 3$4.
$13 = [0; 0; 0; 4; 4; 0]
In order to find if $13 2 [1$2;2$3;3$4] look to the matrix
BV = [
1$2 2$3 3$4 $13], whose columns are 1$2, 2$3, 3$4, and
$13. Since Rank(BV) = 3, then $13 2 [
1$2;2$3;3$4], and $13
is discarded.
3. Compute the Lie product of 2$3 and 3$4.
$23 = [0; 0; 0; 3; 6; 0]
In order to find if $23 2 [1$2;2$3;3$4] look to the matrix
BV = [
1$2 2$3 3$4 $23], whose columns are 1$2, 2$3, 3$4, and
$23. Since Rank(BV) = 3, then $23 2 [
1$2 2$3 3$4], and $23
is discarded.
7It is important to note a subtle difference in linear algebra notation, while
[$1;$2;$3] indicates the vector space generated by the screws $1;$2;$3, [$1 $2 $3]
indicates the matrix whose columns are given by $1;$2;$3.5
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obtaining the clockwise closure matrix is finished. In this case












Rank(BAc(1;4)) = Rank(BVc(1;4)) = 3:
Proceeding in a similar fashion, it is straightforward to show
that








































Rank(BAcc(1;4)) = Rank(BVcc(1;4)) = 3:
In order to find, the absolute closure matrix BAa(1;4) it
is necessary to intersect the column spaces of the clockwise
and counterclockwise closure matrices, BAc(1;4) and BAcc(1;4).
From a conceptual point of view, the problem is equivalent to
solve the following system of linear equations
λ11$2 +λ22$3 +λ33$4 = µ44$5 +µ55$6 +µ66$1;
where λ1;λ2;λ3;µ4;µ5;µ6 2 ℜ are the unknowns. Both Maple,
and Matlab have standard, off the shelf, procedures to complete
the task. It is easy to prove that that the intersection is given by
[$i], where
$i = [0;0;0;0;1;0]Copyright  2004 by ASME
: http://www.asme.org/about-asme/terms-of-use














Rank(BAa(1;4)) = 1: (9)
This result has a simple geometric explanation. Link 4 is able to
undergo displacements relative to link 1 that consists of transla-
tions along the Y axis.
Finally, from the results obtained so far it follows that
Rank(BVc(1;4)) = Rank(BAc(1;4)) = 3:
Rank(BVcc(1;4)) = Rank(BAcc(1;4)) = 3:
Rank(BAa(1;4)) = 1:
3.2 Example 2.
Consider the closed kinematic chain formed by four links
and four revolute joints with parallel axes, shown in Figure 5.
The chain forms a planar four bar linkage.
Figure 5. A Planar Four Bar Linkage.
Assume that starting with the revolute that joins links 1 and
2 and proceeding in a clockwise fashion, the screws associated
with the kinematic pairs are given by
1$2 = [0; 0; 1; 3; 1; 0] 2$3 = [0; 0; 1; 1; 2; 0]
3$4 = [0; 0; 1; 7; 5; 0] 4$1 = [0; 0; 1; 3; 10; 0]6
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tion of link 4, with respect to link 1. It is easy to prove that
f1$2;2$3;3$4g is linearly independent. Thus the jacobian matrix
BVc(1;4) is given by













In order to determine the clockwise closure matrix of link 4 with
respect to link 1, it is necessary to implement the procedure indi-
cated in this section.
1. Compute the Lie product of 1$2 and 2$3.
$12 = [1$2 2$3] = [0; 0; 0; 1; 2; 0]
In order to find if $12 2 [1$2;2$3;3$4] look to the matrix
BV =[
1$2 2$3 3$4 $12], whose columns are 1$2, 2$3, 3$4, and
$12. Since Rank(BV) = 3, then $12 2 [
1$2;2$3;3$4], and $12
is discarded.
2. Compute the Lie product of 1$2 and 3$4.
$13 = [1$2 3$4] = [0; 0; 0; 4; 4; 0]
In order to find if $13 2 [1$2;2$3;3$4] look to the matrix
BV =[
1$2 2$3 3$4 $13], whose columns are 1$2, 2$3, 3$4, and
$13. Since Rank(BV) = 3, then $13 2 [
1$2 2$3 3$4], and $13
is discarded.
3. Compute the Lie product of 2$3 and 3$4.
$23 = [2$3 3$4] = [0; 0; 0; 3; 6; 0]
In order to find if $23 2 [1$2;2$3;3$4] look to the matrix
BV =[
1$2 2$3 3$4 $23], whose columns are 1$2, 2$3, 3$4, and
$23. Since Rank(BV) = 3, then $23 2 [
1$2;2$3;3$4], and $23
is discarded.
There is no more Lie products to prove, and the process of
obtaining the clockwise closure matrix is finished, and it is givenCopyright  2004 by ASME
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Rank(BAc(1;4)) = Rank(BVc(1;4)) = 3
For the counterclockwise matrices, it is obvious that the














Then, the counterclockwise closure algebra is given by













In order to find, the absolute closure matrix it is necessary to
intersect the column spaces of the corresponding clockwise and
counterclockwise closure matrices. As indicated, the problem is
equivalent to solve the following system of linear equations
λ11$2 +λ22$3 +λ33$4 = µ44$1;
where λ1;λ2;λ3;µ4 2ℜ are the unknowns. In this particular case,
it is easy to prove that the intersection is given by [4$1]. Thus,
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Rank(BAa(1;4)) = 1:
Finally, from the results obtained so far it follows that
Rank(BVc(1;4)) = Rank(BAc(1;4)) = 3:
Rank(BVcc(1;4)) = Rank(BAcc(1;4)) = 1:
Rank(BAa(1;4)) = 1:
3.3 Example 3.
Consider the kinematic chain shown in Figure 6. The chain
has 8 links with 4 prismatic pairs with general direction and 4
revolute pairs whose axes are pass through the origin, Q, of a
selected coordinate system. Assume that starting from the pris-
matic pair that connects links 1 and 2, and proceeding clockwise,
the coordinates of the screw are given by
1$2 = [0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0] 2$3 = [0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0]
















5$6 = [1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0] 6$7 = [0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0]














3; 0; 0; 0

Figure 6. A Kinematic Chain with Partitioned Mobility.
In this case, the mobility of link 5 with respect to link 1 will
be investigated. Then, it follows that the clockwise jacobian andCopyright  2004 by ASME
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Rank(BVc(1;5)) = Rank(BAc(1;5)) = 3:
Similarly, for the counterclockwise jacobian and closure matrices
are given by9












Rank(BVcc(1;5)) = Rank(BAcc(1;5)) = 3:
Furthermore, by simple inspection, it is obvious that the intersec-
tion of the column spaces of the clockwise and counterclockwise
closure matrices is f~0g. Thus
Rank(BAa(1;5)) = 0:
Finally, from the results obtained so far it follows that
Rank(BVc(1;5)) = Rank(BAc(1;5)) = 3:
Rank(BVcc(1;5)) = Rank(BAcc(1;5)) = 3:
Rank(BAa(1;5)) = 0:
3.4 Example 4.
Consider the closed kinematic chain formed by four links,
two revolute joints and two cylindrical joints. Further each pair
of revolute-cylindric joints has parallel axes, see Figure 7. The
chain forms a parallel dyad R-C-C-R linkage.
8In fact, any three screws of the sets of screws f1$2;2$3;3$4;4$5g satisfy the
conditions.
9In fact, any three screws of the sets of screws f5$6;6$7;7$8;8$1g satisfy the
conditions.8
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Assume that starting with the revolute that joins links 1 and
2 and proceeding in a clockwise fashion, the screws associated



































































3$3 = [0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0]
3$4 = [1; 0; 0; 0; 4; 3]
4$1 = [1; 0; 0; 0; 5; 7]
In particular, the focus of this example is the relative motion
of link 3, with respect to link 1. Since f1$2;2$2;2$3g is linearly
independent, the cloclwise jacobian matrix BVc(1;3) is given by


































































In order to find the clockwise closure matrix, it is again necessary
to implement the procedure already indicated.














In order to find if $12 2 [1$2;2$2;2$3] look to the ma-
trix BV = [
1$2 2$2 2$3 $12], whose columns are 1$2,
2$2, 2$3 and $12. Since Rank(BV) = 4, then $12 =2
[
1$2;2$2;2$3] and the new matrix BA will be given by
BA = [
1$2 2$2 2$3 $12].
2. Compute the Lie product of 1$2 and 2$2.
$13 =
1$2 2$2= [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0]:
Obviously, the zero vector ~0 = [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0] is contained
in [1$2;2$2;2$3]. Thus $13 is discarded.
















In order to find if $14 2 [1$2;2$2;2$3;$12] look to the ma-
trix BV = [
1$2 2$2 2$3 $12 $14], whose columns are 1$2,
2$2, 2$3, $12 and $14. Since Rank(BV) = 4, then $14 2
[
1$2;2$2;2$3;$12] and $14 is discarded.
4. Compute the Lie product of 2$2 and 2$3.
$23 =
2$2 2$3= [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0]
Obviously, the zero vector ~0 = [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0] is contained
in [1$2;2$2;2$3;$12]. Thus $23 is discarded.
















10It should be noted that in terms of the original screws of the jacobian matrix,
this Lie product is given by [1$2 [1$2 2$2]].
11It should be noted that in terms of the original screws of the jacobian matrix,
this Lie product is given by [2$2 [1$2 2$2]].9
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trix BV = [
1$2 2$2 2$3 $12 $24], whose columns are 1$2,
2$2, 2$3, $12 and $24. Since Rank(BV) = 4, then $24 2
[
1$2;2$2;2$3;$12], and $24 is discarded.
6. Compute the Lie product of 2$3 and $12.12
$34 = [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0]
Obviously, the zero vector ~0 = [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0] is contained
in [1$2;2$2;2$3;$12]. Thus $34 is discarded.
There is no more Lie products to prove and the process of ob-
taining the clockwise closure matrix is finished. Thus
BAc(1;3) = [








































































It can be proved that the column space of this clockwise clo-
sure matrix forms the algebra associated with the Schönflies sub-
group. Finally,
3 = Rank(BVc(1;3)) 6= Rank(BAc(1;3)) = 4
Proceeding in a similar fashion, it is straightforward to show













12It should be noted that in terms of the original screws of the jacobian matrix,




Similarly, the counterclockwise closure matrix BAcc(1;3), is
given by
BAcc(1;3) =
3$3 3$4 4$1 $23=
2
6666664
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 4 5 4









It can be also proved that the column space of this clockwise
closure matrix forms the algebra associated with the Schönflies
subgroup. Finally,
3 = Rank(BVcc(1;3)) 6= Rank(BAcc(1;3)) = 4
In order to find, the absolute closure matrix it is necessary to
interesect the column spaces of the corresponding clockwise and
counterclockwise closure matrices. As indicated, the problem is
equivalent to solve the following system of linear equations





where 1$2;2$2;2$3;3$3;3$4;4$1 are the screws associated
with the kinematic pairs, $12 is the screw that appears in the
fourth column of BAc(1;3), $23 is the screw that appears in the
fourth column of BAcc(1;3) and λ1;λ2;λ3;λc;µ4;µ5;µ6;µcc 2 ℜ
are the unknowns. Then, it is easy to prove that the absolute
closure matrix is given by
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Thus,
Rank(BAa(1;3)) = 3:
From the results obtained so far it follows that
3 = Rank(BVc(1;3)) 6= Rank(BAc(1;3)) = 4
3 = Rank(BVcc(1;3)) 6= Rank(BAcc(1;3)) = 4
Rank(BAa(1;3)) = 3:
4 Mobility Criterion for Exceptional and Trivial Link-
ages and Linkages with Partitioned Mobility.
This section sheds some insight on the calculation of the
number of constaints C in the general mobility criterion given by
equation (2), for exceptional, trivial linkages and linkages with
partitioned mobility. In particular, the mobility criterion for ex-
ceptional linkages is the most general one and the mobility cri-
terion for trivial linkages and linkages with partitioned mobility
are special cases.
4.1 Mobility Criterion for Exceptional Linkages.
Assume that (i; j) represents a pair of links of a linkage and
that the jacobian and closure matrices have been computed, as
indicated in Section 3, the linkage can be regarded as a pair of
open loop chains, with a common base link, i, and a common
end-effector, j. Then [BAc]13 and [BAcc] are associated with the
“spaces” where the end-effector is moving with respect to the
base link by following the clockwise and counterclockwise open
chains respectively.
However, if the clockwise and counterclockwise open loop
form a closed chain, the “space” where the common end-effector
can move must be the intersection of the “spaces” where the end-
effector moves following the clockwise and counterclockwise
open chains. Namely, [BAa]. Then, it is possible to compute
the constraints associated with the linkage as follows:
1. Constraints associated with the clockwise open loop. If the
end-effector of the clockwise open loop must move in the
“space” associated with [BAa], then the displacements of its
kinematic pairs must satisfy Cc constraints, where
Cc = rc  ra;
and rc = Rank(BAc(i; j)) and ra = Rank(BAa(i; j)).
13As usual in linear algebra, [ ] represents the vector space generated by the
columns of the matrix, see [14].Copyright  2004 by ASME
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If the end-effector of the counterclockwise open loop must
move in the “space” associated with [BAa], then the displace-
ments of its kinematic pairs must satisfy Ccc constraints,
where
Ccc = rcc  ra;
and rcc = Rank(BAcc(i; j)).
3. Constraints associated with the rigidity of the common end-
effector. The constraints associated with the first two items
ensure that the end-effector of both, the clockwise and the
and the counterclockwise loops, is moving in the same
“space”, that associated with [BAa]. However, we must en-
sure that the end-effector of the open loops not only moves
in the same “space” but, in addition, it moves in the same
way inside this “space”. Therefore, the displacements of the
complete linkage must satisfy, additionaly Ca constraints,
where
Ca = ra:
Hence, the total number of constraints is gigen by
C =Cc +Ccc +Ca = (rc   ra)+(rcc  ra)+ ra = rc + rcc  ra:
(10)
Thus referring to equation (2), the mobility criterion would be-
come
F = ∑ fi C = ∑ fi  rc  rcc + ra: (11)
This equation must be regarded as a more general mobility equa-
tion than that provided by the Kutzbach-Grübler criterion. The
pair of links (i; j) that satisfy the conditions indicated in this
subsection are denominated exceptional links and abusing the
language the linkage are denominated by Hervè as exceptional
linkages, they can be regarded as the most general type of link-
ages. Now, we will consider a few special cases.
4.2 Mobility Criterion for Linkages with Partitioned
Mobility.
If [BAa] = [~0], there is no intersection between the “spaces”
associated with the clockwise and counterclockwise open loops.
Hervè, [11], called the constraints independent,14 and Rico and
Ravani, [1; 13], denominated these pair of links as links that
partition the mobility of the linkage, abusing the language, the
14Correspondingly, if [BAa] 6= f~0g, Hervè called the constraints dependent.11
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is important to note that substituting
Rank(BAa(i; j)) = Rank([~0]) = 0
The mobility criterion still holds; namely
F = ∑ fi C = ∑ fi  rc  rcc: (12)
In this case, the number of constraints become
C =Cc +Ccc = rc + rcc: (13)
4.3 Mobility Criterion for Trivial Linkages.
If [BAc(i; j)] = [BAa(i; j)], then, the mobility criterion be-
comes
F = ∑ fi  C = ∑ fi  rcc: (14)
and the number of constraints become
C =Cc +Ccc +Ca = rcc: (15)
Similarly, if [BAcc(i; j)] = [BAa(i; j)] then, the mobility criterion
becomes
F = ∑ fi C = ∑ fi   rc: (16)
and the number of constraints become
C =Cc +Ccc +Ca = rc: (17)
The two situations described here can be combined in one
case by writting the mobility criterion as
F = ∑ fi  C = ∑ fi  rG: (18)
where rG is the maximum rank between Rank(BAc(i; j)) and
Rank(BAcc(i; j)). Similarly, the number of constraints can be
written as
C = rG: (19)
The links that satisfy the conditions indicated in this subsec-
tion are denominated trivial links, and abusing the language, the
linkage that satisfy the mobility criterion given by equation (14)
or (16) were denominated by Hervè, [11] trivial linkages.Copyright  2004 by ASME
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Finally, in all these discussions it has been implicitely as-
sumed that
Rank(BVc(i; j)) = Rank(BAc(i; j))
and
Rank(BVcc(i; j)) = Rank(BAcc(i; j))
If these conditions are true, it means that the end-effector of the
corresponding loop not only moves in the “space” associated
with [BAc(i; j)] or [BAcc(i; j)] but, in addition the end-effector can
have any displacement that is contained in that “space” or sub-
group of the Euclidean group E(3). If those conditions are not
satisfied the linkage was denoted by Hervè as paradoxical link-
age
5 Mobility Classification of Kinematic Chains
In this section, the results obtained in Sections 2 and 3 will
be applied to classify single loop kinematic chains according
with the mobility characteristics of the chains and to compute
the degrees of freedom of the kinematic chain.
The following table shows the classification of kinematic
chains and the conditions that allow to discriminate among the
possible cases.15 For a more detailed treatment of the subject the
reader is referred to [1; 13].16
Table I. Mobility Conditions for Kinematic Chains
1. Chains with Partitioned Mobility
ra = 0:
2. Trivial, Exceptional and Paradoxical Chains
ra 6= 0:
15As indicated in Section 4, it is more proper to talk about the mobility charac-
teristics of a pair of links in a kinematic chain. However, by abusing the language,
these characteristics are extended to the kinematic chain.
16In the following table, the comparison of ranks of matrices takes the place
of the comparison of subalgebras and subspaces employed in [13]. The reason
for the success of this replacement is that the subalgebras and subspaces involved
satisfy the following equations
Vc(i; j) < Ac(i; j) Vcc(i; j) < Acc(i; j);
Aa(i; j) < Ac(i; j) Aa(i; j) < Acc(i; j);
f~0g < Aa(i; j):12
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ra 6= rc and ra 6= rcc:
i. Exceptional Chains
Rank(BVc) = rc and Rank(BVcc) = rcc:
F = ∑ fi  rc   rcc + ra:
ii. Paradoxical Chains Class I
Rank(BVc) 6= rc or Rank(BVcc) 6= rcc:
(b) Trivial and Paradoxical Chains
ra = rc or ra = rcc:
i. Trivial Chains
If ra = rcc and Rank(BVc) = rc: or
If ra = rc and Rank(BVcc) = rcc:
F = ∑ fi  rG;
where, rG is the maximum value from rc and rcc.
ii. Paradoxical Chains Class II
If ra = rcc and Rank(BVc) 6= rc: or
If ra = rc and Rank(BVcc) 6= rcc:
5.1 Example 5. The Sarrus’s Linkage.
Consider the Sarrus’s linkage shown in Figure 4 and ana-




Rank(BVc(1;4)) = Rank(BAc(1;4)) = 3
Rank(BVcc(1;4)) = Rank(BAcc(1;4)) = 3:Copyright  2004 by ASME
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Table I, the kinematic chain is an exceptional chain. Further-
more, the mobility of the linkages is computed as
F =∑ fi  rc  rcc + ra = 6 3 3+1= 1:
5.2 Example 6. A Four Bar Planar Linkage.
Consider the four bar planar linkage shown in Figure 5 and




Rank(BVc(1;4)) = Rank(BAc(1;4)) = 3
Rank(BVcc(1;4)) = Rank(BAcc(1;4)) = 1:
It follows that links 1 and 4 are trivial links17 and, from Ta-
ble I, the kinematic chain is a trivial linkage. Furthermore, the
mobility of the linkages is computed as
F = ∑ fi  rG = ∑ fi  rc = 4 3 = 1:
5.3 Example 7. An Spatial Linkage with Partitioned
Mobility.
Consider the spatial linkage shown in Figure 6 and analyzed
in Section 3.3, recalling the results obtained in that section
Rank(BAa(1;5)) = 0:
Rank(BVc(1;5)) = Rank(BAc(1;5)) = 3
Rank(BVcc(1;5)) = Rank(BAcc(1;5)) = 3:
It follows that links 1 and 5 are links that partitions the mo-
bility of the chain, and, from Table I, the kinematic chain has
partitioned mobility. Furthermore, according with [13], if one
wishes to compute the mobility of this kinematic chain, one has
to compute the mobility of the “closed” chains that join link 1
and link 5, and add the mobilities. The result is18
F = 2:
17Any pair of adjacent links are also trivial links.
18This chain is particularly interesting, if one considers the mobility of link
2 with respect to link 1, the chain is a trivial chain, the same result is obtained
by considering the mobility of links 8 with respect to link 1. Moreover, if one
considers the mobility of link 6 with respect to link 1, the chain is an exceptional
chain. All analyses yield the same number of degrees of freedom.13
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F = ∑ fi   rc  rcc = 8 3 3= 2:
Verifying the result obtained in [13].
5.4 Example 8. A Parallel Dyad R-C-C-R Linkage.
Consider the spatial linkage shown in Figure 7 and analysed
in Section 3.4, recalling the results obtained in that section
From the results obtained so far it follows that
3 = Rank(BVc(1;3)) 6= Rank(BAc(1;3)) = 4
3 = Rank(BVcc(1;3)) 6= Rank(BAcc(1;3)) = 4
Rank(BAa(1;3)) = 3:
From Table I, it follows that the kinematic chain is a para-
doxical chain class I. It is well known that linkages with these
characteristics can be employed to connect to axes that are nei-
ther parallel nor intersecting. The degree of freedom of such
linkages is
F = 1
Moreover, the extension of the method introduced at the end of
this paper, shows a computation that validates the mobility of this
linkage.
There are several issues that must be brought into discus-
sion. First, in all the examples presented in the reformulation of
the mobility criterion there has been a selection of a pair of links
of the kinematic chain that solves the determination of the mo-
bility of the chain or, at least determines the characteristics of the
chain. In a general problem, this selection is not trivial and sev-
eral selections, or an exhaustive search, of pairs of the kinematic
chain must be done. Second, the mobility analysis requires that
the screw coordinates of the kinematic pairs of the chain in an ar-
bitrary position must be known; however, if the position happens
to be a singular position of the kinematic chain the analysis may
produce incorrect results.
6 Analysis of Some Kinematic Chains with Pairs with
Special Orientation.
In this section, the characterization and mobility of some
kinematic chains whose pairs have special orientation will be in-
vestigated. It will be shown that for these particular chains, the
mobility analysis can be reduced to a simple observation of the
entries in a table, the entries are the coordinates of the screws
associated with the kinematic pairs. Marghitu and Crocker [15]Copyright  2004 by ASME
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matic chains and they named the table as mobility table.
Consider the kinematic chain shown in Figure 8. The chain
forms a Sarrus’s linkage where the planes of motion are orthog-
onal; i.e. there are two sets of three revolute pairs, the axes of
the revolute pairs in the first set are orthogonal to the axes of the
revolute pairs in the second set.
Figure 8. Sarrus’s Linkage With Orthogonal Directions.
Assume that starting from the pair that connects links 1 and
2 and proceeding clockwise the screws associated with the kine-
matic pairs are given by
1$2 = [1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0] 2$3 = [1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 2]
3$4 = [1; 0; 0; 0; 3; 5] 4$5 = [0; 1; 0; 3; 0; 7]
5$6 = [0; 1; 0; 2; 0; 3] 6$1 = [0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0]
The solution to the mobility analysis requires to analyze the
mobility of link 4 with respect to link 1. Then the clockwise and























It can be easily proved that the closure matrices are equal to
their respective jacobian matrices; i.e.
BVc(1;4) = BAc(1;4) and BVcc(1;4) = BAcc(1;4)14
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spaces of the closure matrices. For that purpose, the closure ma-
trices will be written side by side in a table form19 together with
some additional information
Table II. Mobility Table for the Sarrus Linkage.
(1,2) (2,3) (3,4) (4,5) (5,6) (6,1)
ωx 1 1 1 0 0 0
ωy 0 0 0 1 1 1
ωz 0 0 0 0 0 0
vx 0 0 0 3 2 0
vy 0 1 3 0 0 0
vz 0 2 5 7 3 0
Contrary to the instructions in [15], the third row that shows
that none of the relative motions associated with the kinematic
pairs have a rotation around the Z-axis is not important. 20 The
important characteristic is that solving the system
λ11$2 +λ22$3 +λ33$4 = µ44$5 +µ55$6 +µ65$6












Furthermore, this result can be obtained by inspection since the
translation represented by $ i is contained in both BVc(1;4) =













Rank(BVc(1;4)) = BAc(1;4) = 3:
Rank(BVc(1;4)) = BAc(1;4) = 3:
BAa(1;4) = 1:
19In this case the resulting matrix is just the usual jacobian matrix.
20In fact the relative motion of links 2 or 3, with respect to links 5 or 6 does
include a rotation around the Z axis.Copyright  2004 by ASME
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[15].
Thus
F =∑ fi  rc  rcc + ra = 6 3 3+1= 1:
7 Extension of the Mobility Criterion to Some Cases
of Paradoxical Linkages.
In this section, the mobility of some paradoxical linkages
will be computed. These examples will provide clues to gener-
alize the method. The fundamentals of the method are the com-
putations of the infinitesimal mechanical liaisons and closure al-
gebras as indicated in [13]. It is likely that this extension can be
also presented in terms of the ranks of jacobian and closure ma-
trices as indicated in Sections 3,4 and 5; however, in this initial
presentation the extension is analyzed in the original language of
the mobility criterion.
7.1 Paradoxical Linkage Proposed by Marghitu and
Crocker
Consider the linkage shown in Figure 9, the linkage is pre-
sented by Marghitu and Crocker, [15], as an example of the tech-
niques employed, by them, for computing the mobility of non-
trivial linkages.
The linkage is formed by five links, three revolutes perpen-
dicular to the plane of the paper and two coaxial revolute and
screw pairs. It will be assumed that the pitch of the screw pairs
is h and a unit vector along the axes of the coaxial pairs is given
by û. Moreover, a unit vector perpendicular to the plane of the
paper, and therefore perpendicular to û, will be given by k̂.
The screws associated with each of the kinematic pairs of



























where ~rA;~rB;~rC;~rD;~rE are the position vectors of points
A;B;C;D;E with respect to an arbitrarily chosen origin.
Considering the pair of links given by (1;5), it follows that
for general choices of the position vectors
Vc(1;5) =V (1;2)+V(2;3)+V(3;4)+V(4;5) (20)
while
Ac(1;5) =V (1;2)V(2;3)V(3;4)V(4;5) = e(3) (21)
Since
dim(Vc(1;5)) = 4 and dim(Ac(1;5)) = dim(e(3)) = 6: (22)
It follows that
Vc(1;5) 6= Ac(1;5): (23)
In the other direction, the closure algebra is the one associated
with a revolute pair whose axis is perpendicular to the plane of
the paper and passes through point E, and
Vcc(1;5) =V (1;5) = Acc(1;5): (24)
Furthermore
Aa(1;5) = Ac(1;5)\Acc(1;5) = Acc(1;5): (25)
Because equation (23), links (1;5) form a pair of paradoxical
links of class II and the linkage is a paradoxical chain of class II;
namely, if the linkage were not paradoxical it would be a trivial
linkage.21
Equation (25) states that if the linkage is to be movable, then
the rotation around any axis parallel to û must vanish, otherwise
if would be impossible to equate displacements along the clock-
wise path with displacements along the counterclockwise path.
Therefore, the coaxial revolute and screw pairs must satisfy the
condition
θ23 +θ34 = 0; (26)
21In order to reach this conclusion, all the remaining pairs of links were also
analyzed.Copyright  2004 by ASME
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ω23 +ω34 = 0: (27)
It is important to note that this condition is a linear equation on
the kinematic pairs velocities. Then, it is possible to recompute
the infinitesimal mechanical liaisons and the closure algebra be-
tween the pair of links (2;4)




























where the subscript n indicates that these new subalgebras have
been computed under the condition given by equation (27).
Therefore, recomputing the clockwise infinitesimal liaison and
closure algebra, it follows that
















and, both the clockwise infinitesimal mechanical liaison and the
clockwise closure algebra are the subalgebra of velocities in a
plane perpendicular to the paper; namely22
Vc(1;5)n = plk̂ = Ac(1;5)n: (29)
Further
dim(Vc(1;5)n) = dim(Ac(1;5)n) = 3:
Under the new condition, it follows that
Aa(1;5)n = Ac(1;5)n\Acc(1;5) = Acc(1;5): (30)
22It is straightforward to prove that Vc(1;5)n is closed under the Lie product.16
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In this case, the linkage can be analyzed as a trivial link where
AG = Ac(1;5)n = plk̂: (31)
Thus, taking into account the additional constraint given by equa-
tion (26), the mobility can be computed as
F = ∑ fi dim(AG) Nac = 5 3 1= 1: (32)
where Nac is the number of additional constraints.
7.2 Paradoxical Linkage Proposed by Hervè
Consider the linkage presented by Hervè [11] and shown
in Figure 10. The linkage is formed by three links connected
with three cylindric pairs lying in the same plane; therefore, the
unit vectors fû1; û2; û3g along the cylindrical pairs are linearly
dependent.
The screws associated with each of the kinematic pairs of































where ~rA;~rB;~rC are the position vectors of points A;B;C with
respect to an arbitrarily chosen origin.
Considering the pair of links given by (1;3)23, it follows
that, for general values of the position vectors
Vc(1;3) =V (1;2)+V(2;3) (33)
23Any other pair of links yields the same results.Copyright  2004 by ASME
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Ac(1;3) =V (1;2)V(2;3) = e(3) (34)
Since
dim(Vc(1;3)) = 4 and dim(Ac(1;3)) = dim(e(3)) = 6: (35)
It follows that
Vc(1;3) 6= Ac(1;3): (36)
In the other direction,
Vcc(1;3) =V (1;3) = Acc(1;3): (37)
Because equation (36), the linkage is a paradoxical chain of class
II; namely, if the linkage were not paradoxical it would be a triv-
ial linkage.
It is well-known that the equivalent spherical linkage of this
spatial linkage is a rigid spherical triangle. Hence, no rotations
around any of the axes fû1; û2; û3g are possible. Therefore
ω1 = 0 ω2 = 0 ω3 = 0: (38)
Again, it is important to note that these conditions are linear
equations on the kinematic pair velocities. Then recomputing
the clockwise infinitesimal mechanical liaisons, under these con-
ditions, yields24









where both Vc(1;3)n and Ac(1;3)n are the subalgebra associated
with the translations along the plane defined by fû1; û2g. Fur-
thermore
dim(Vc(1;3)n) = dim(Ac(1;3)n) = 2:
Similarly






24It is straightforward to prove that Vc(1;3)n is closed under the Lie product.17
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ated with the translations along the line defined by û3. Further-
more
dim(Vcc(1;3)n) = dim(Acc(1;3)n) = 1:
The absolute closure algebra becomes25
Aa(1;3)n = Ac(1;3)n\Acc(1;3)n = Acc(1;3)n (39)
Hence, the linkage under the three conditions indicated above
becomes a trivial linkage associated with the subalgebra of plane
translations, thus
AG = p2 and dim(AG) = 2: (40)
The mobility of the linkage becomes
F = ∑ fi dim(AG) Nac = 6 2 3= 1: (41)
where, as indicated in the first example, Nac represents the num-
ber of additional constraints.
7.3 The Koenigs Coupling, a Paradoxical Linkage
Consider the Koenigs coupling, presented among others by
Dizioglu, [16], and shown in Figure 11. The chain is formed by
four links divided in two pairs of revolute and cylindrical pair, in
each pair, the axes of the kinematic joints are parallel.
Figure 11. A Spatial Chain Formed by a Couple of Parallel Dyads.
25It should be noted that the set fû1; û2; û3g is linearly dependent.Copyright  2004 by ASME
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where ~rA;~rB;~rC;~rD are the position vectors of the points
A;B;C;D with respect to an arbitrarily chosen origin.
Considering the pair of links given by (1;3), it follows that,
for general values of the position vectors
Vc(1;3) =V (1;2)+V(2;3) (42)
while
Ac(1;3) =V (1;2)V(2;3) = rp3 û1 (43)
This subalgebra is the one associated with the Schoenfliess
group. Since
dim(Vc(1;3)) = 3 and dim(Ac(1;3)) = dim(rp3û1) = 4:
(44)
Then, it follows that
Vc(1;3) 6= Ac(1;3): (45)
In the other direction,
Vcc(1;3) =V (1;4)+V(4;3); (46)
while
Acc(1;3) =V (1;4)V(4;3) = rp3 û2 (47)
Again, since
dim(Vcc(1;3)) = 3 and dim(Acc(1;3)) = dim(rp3û2) = 4:
(48)
It follows that
Vcc(1;3) 6= Acc(1;3): (49)18
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Aa(1;3) = Ac(1;3)\Acc(1;3) = p3 (50)
Because equations (45) and (49), the linkage is a paradoxical
chain of class I; namely, if the linkage were not paradoxical it
would be an exceptional linkage.
Furthermore, equation (50) indicates that if the linkage is
to be movable, then the sum of the rotation angles in the clock-
wise and counterclockwise open loops must vanish. Otherwise,
it would not be possible to equate the rotational displacements
that appear in the loop-closure equation. Thus
θ1 +θ2 = 0 θ4 +θ3 = 0: (51)
Deriving the equations, it follows that
ω1 +ω2 = 0 ω3 +ω4 = 0: (52)
Again, it is important to note that these conditions are linear
equations on the kinematic pairs velocities. Then recomputing
the clockwise and counterclockwise infinitesimal mechanical li-
aisons, under these conditions, yields26
























ω1(~rA ~rB) û1 + v2û1

= Ac(1;3)n:
where both Vc(1;3)n and Ac(1;3)n are the subalgebra associated
with the translations along the plane that contains û1 and it is
perpendicular to~rA ~rB. Furthermore
din(Vc(1;3)n) = dim(Ac(1;3)n) = 2:
Similarly
















26Of course, if must be noted that for any $1;$2 2 Vc(1;3)n; [$1 $2] =~0, thus
Vc(1;3)n is closed under the Lie product, thus it is a subalgebra. A similar state-










ω4(~rD ~rC) û2 + v3û2

= Ac(1;3)n:
where both Vcc(1;3)n and Acc(1;3)n are the subalgebra associ-
ated with the translations along the plane that contains û2 and it
is perpendicular to~rD ~rC. Furthermore
dim(Vcc(1;3)n) = dim(Acc(1;3)n) = 2:
Furthermore, the absolute closure subalgebra is, after consider-
ing the conditions, the algebra associated with one dimensional
translations along the line defined by the intersection of the two
planes; i.e.
Aa(1;3)n = Ac(1;3)n\Acc(1;3)n = p1: (53)
Hence, the linkage with the two additional constraints is an ex-
ceptional linkage. Thus the mobility of the linkage can be com-
puted by
F = ∑ fi dim(Ac(1;3)n) dim(Acc(1;3)n)+dim(Aa(1;3)n)
 Nac = 6 2 2+1 2= 1; (54)
where Nac represents the number of additional constraints.
It should be noted that during the coupling movement, the
position vectors of points B and C change, hence the subalgebras
Ac(1;3)n; Acc(1;3)n also change. However, their dimensions and
that of their intersection never change.
8 The Mobility of a Class of Single-Loop Paradoxical
Linkages.
The previous examples of paradoxical linkages point out to
the validity of the following propositions.
Proposition 1 Consider a single-loop paradoxical linkage.
Then, if for a pair of links (i; j) such that
Vc(i; j) 6= Ac(i; j) or Vcc(i; j) 6= Acc(i; j) (55)
there is a number of linear equations, Nac, on the veloci-
ties of the kinematic pairs, so that, when taking into account
the linear equations, the recomputed infinitesimal mechani-
cal liaisons, Vc(i; j)n;Vcc(i; j)n, and the closure subalgebras,
Ac(i; j)n;Acc(i; j)n, satisfy19
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Aa(i; j)n = Ac(i; j)n \ Acc(i; j)n 6= f~0g (56)
Aa(i; j)n 6= Ac(i; j)n and Aa(i; j)n 6= Acc(i; j)n (57)
Vc(i; j)n = Ac(i; j)n and Vcc(i; j)n = Acc(i; j)n: (58)
Then, the paradoxical linkage becomes an exceptional link-
age and its mobility can be computed as
F = ∑ fi  dim(Ac(i; j)n) dim(Acc(i; j)n)
+dim(Aa(i; j)n) Nac (59)
2. Trivial Pair of Links.
Aa(i; j)n = Ac(i; j)n \ Acc(i; j)n 6= f~0g (60)
Aa(i; j)n = Ac(i; j)n or Aa(i; j)n = Acc(i; j)n (61)
(a) If Aa(i; j)n = Ac(i; j)n then
Vcc(i; j)n = Acc(i; j)n = AG (62)
(b) If Aa(i; j)n = Acc(i; j)n then
Vc(i; j)n = Ac(i; j)n = AG (63)
Then, the paradoxical linkage becomes a trivial linkage
and its mobility can be computed as
F = ∑ fi  dim(AG) Nac (64)
Proof: The proposition is trivial since the conditions stated
under the headings of Exceptional Pair of Links and Trivial
Pair of Links are precisely the conditions stated in [13], and re-
produced in Table I, in terms of the ranks of jacobian and closure
matrices, for a single-loop linkage to be exceptional and trivial
respectively.
It is convenient to analyze the characteristics of the linear
conditions necessary to transform a paradoxical linkage into an
exceptional or trivial linkage. The analysis will start with a sum-
mary of the changes on the infinitesimal mechanical liaisons and
closure algebras in the examples introduced in section 7.
1. Example 1. The reductions are given by 27
dim(Ac(1;5)) dim(Ac(1;5)n) = 6 3 = 3
dim(Vc(1;5)) dim(Vc(1;5)n) = 4 3 = 127In this example there is only reduction in the clockwise path.
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dim(Ac(1;3)) dim(Ac(1;3)n) = 6 2 = 4
dim(Vc(1;3)) dim(Vc(1;3)n) = 4 2 = 2
and
dim(Acc(1;3)) dim(Acc(1;3)n) = 2 1 = 1
dim(Vcc(1;3)) dim(Vcc(1;3)n) = 2 1 = 1
3. Example 3. The reductions are given by
dim(Ac(1;3)) dim(Ac(1;3)n) = 4 2 = 2
dim(Vc(1;3)) dim(Vc(1;3)n) = 3 2 = 1
and
dim(Acc(1;3)) dim(Acc(1;3)n) = 4 2 = 2
dim(Vcc(1;3)) dim(Vcc(1;3)n) = 3 2 = 1
It is worthwhile to note two important characteristics. First,
the sum of the reductions of the dimension of the infinitesimal
mechanical liaisons is equal to the number of additional con-
straints; it could not be otherwise since the infinitesimal mechan-
ical liaisons are linear spaces and each linear conditions on them
must reduce the
dimension of the space by one. Secondly, the reductions of
the dimension of the clockwise and counterclockwise closure al-
gebras is greater or equal to the reductions of the dimension of
the corresponding infinitesimal mechanical liaisons; this charac-
teristic is not surprising since in the initial state, the paradoxical
linkage, the infinitesimal mechanical liaisons and closure alge-
bras satisfies equation (55), while after the consideration of the
additional conditions, the exceptional or trivial linkage must sat-
isfy the more restrictive conditions given by equation (58), for
exceptional linkages, or equations (62) or (63) for trivial link-
ages.28
Then, it is possible to narrow the choices of candidates for
kinematic pairs whose velocities may satisfy the linear condi-
tions described in proposition 1.
28In order to understand this statement, it should be reminded that Vc(i; j) <
Ac(i; j) and Vcc(i; j) < Acc(i; j).20
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kinematic pairs, described in proposition 1 must involve at least
one revolute or screw pairs.29
Proof: Assume that all the screws involved in the linear con-
ditions are associated with prismatic pairs, then for any pair of
screws, i$i+1; i$i+1, it follows that
i$i+1 i$i+1= (~0;~0) =~0:
Therefore, none linear condition on the velocities of kinematic
pairs can reduce the dimension of the closure subalgebra.
Another possibility for proving this proposition consists in a
case by case analysis of the closure algebras obtained from pairs
of kinematic pairs, one can proceed with this analysis using the
tables already published by Fanghella and Galletti, [17; 18; 19].
Here, for the sake of shedding light on the various possibilities,
a few cases will be proved.
1. Consider a pair of revolute pairs, R R, where the axes of
the revolute pairs are not parallel or intersecting, i.e. they
may be perpendicular, their closure algebra is the Lie alge-
bra, e(3), of the Euclidean group, and its dimension is 6.
However, if somehow the second revolute becomes a pris-
matic pair; i.e. the pairs become R P, and the direction of
their axes are perpendicular, their closure algebra becomes
the algebra associated with the planar group pl and its di-
mension is 3. This case explains the results obtained in the
first example, of section 1, where the coaxial revolute and
screw pair when subjected to the condition ω23 +ω34 = 0
become a prismatic pair perpendicular to the revolute that
connects links 1 and 2.
2. Consider a pair of cylindric pairs C C with non-parallel
axes, their closure algebra is the Lie algebra, e(3), of the
Euclidean group, and its dimension is 6. However, if the an-
gular velocities of the cylindric pair are required to be zero,
rendering the revolutes associated with the cylindric pairs
passive, the cylindric pairs become prismatic pairs and their
closure algebra is the algebra associated with plane trasla-
tions, p2 and its dimension is 2. This case explains the re-
sult obtained in the clockwise path of the second example of
section 1. A similar approach explains the results obtained
in the counterclockwise path.
3. Consider a pair of revolute and cylindric pairs, R C, whose
axes are parallel, their closure algebra is the one associated
with the Schönfliess group, rp3, and it has dimension 4.
However, if their angular velocities must satisfy the condi-
tion ω12 +ω23 = 0, their closure algebra becomes the al-
gebra of plane traslations, p2, where the plane is instanta-
neously defined as the plane that contains both axes; as pre-
viously indicated, the dimension of this new algebra is 2.
29Of course, this list includes the revolutes that are equivalent to a spherical
pair and the revolute part of a cylindric pair.Copyright  2004 by ASME
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of the third example, of section 1. A similar approach ex-
plains the results obtained in the counterclockwise path.
As a final demonstration of the method, a generalized
Koenig’s coupling will be obtained, first as a paradoxical linkage
of class I, and then after the introduction of appropiate conditions
on the angular velocities, it will be proved that it has one degree
of freedom.
Consider the H H H H H H linkage shown in Fig-
ure 12, the linkage contains two sets of screw pairs with general
pitches. Each set is formed of three parallel screw pairs two of
which are, in addition, coaxial.
Figure 12. A Generalized Koenig’s Coupling.
































where ~rA;~rB;~rC;~rD are the position vectors of the points
A;B;C;D with respect to an arbitrarily chosen origin. Further-
more
Vc(1;4) =V (1;2)+V(2;3)+V(3;4); (65)
while
Ac(1;4) =V (1;2)V(2;3)V(3;4) = rp3 û1 (66)21
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Since
dim(Vc(1;4)) = 3 and dim(Ac(1;4)) = dim(rp3û1) = 4;
(67)
it follows that
Vc(1;4) 6= Ac(1;4): (68)
In the other direction,
Vcc(1;4) =V (1;6)+V(6;5)+V(5;4); (69)
while
Acc(1;4) =V (1;6)V(6;5)V(5;4) = rp3 û2 (70)
Again, since
dim(Vcc(1;4)) = 3 and dim(Acc(1;4)) = dim(rp3û2) = 4;
(71)
it follows that
Vcc(1;4) 6= Acc(1;4): (72)
Furthermore, the absolute closure algebra is given
Aa(1;4) = Ac(1;4)\Acc(1;4) = p3 (73)
Because equations (58) and (72), the linkage is a paradoxical
chain of class I; namely, if the linkage were not paradoxical it
would be an exceptional linkage.
However, if the linkage has to be movable, equation (73)
indicates that the sum of the rotation angles in each set of screw
pairs must be equal to zero; namely
θ12 +θ23 +θ34 = 0 and θ45 +θ56 +θ61 = 0: (74)
Deriving the equations, it follows that
ω12 +ω23 +ω34 = 0 and ω45 +ω56 +ω61 = 0: (75)
Hence, it is possible to recompute the infinitesimal mechanical
liaisons and closure algebras under these conditions





























~v123 = ω12(~rA û1 +h1û1)+ω23(~rB û1 +h2û1)
+ω34(~rB û1 +h3û1)
=  (ω23 +ω34)(~rA û1 +h1û1)+(ω23 +ω34)(~rB û1)
+ω23h2û1 +ω34h3û1
= (ω23 +ω34) [(~rB ~rA) û1]
+û1 [ω23(h2 h1)+ω34(h3 h1)]
where both Vc(1;4)n and Ac(1;4)n are the subalgebra associated
with the translations along the plane that contains û1 and it is
perpendicular to~rB ~rA. Furthermore
dim(Vc(1;4)n) = dim(Ac(1;4)n) = 2:
Similarly




























~v456 = ω45(~rC  û2 +h4û2)+ω56(~rC  û2 +h5û2)
+ω61(~rD û2 +h6û2)
= (ω45 +ω56)(~rC  û2)+ω45h4û2 +ω56h5û2
 (ω45 +ω56)(~rD û2 +h6û2)
= (ω45 +ω56) [(~rC  ~rD) û2]
+û2 [ω45(h4 h6)+ω56(h5 h6)]
where both Vcc(1;4)n and Acc(1;4)n are the subalgebra associ-
ated with the translations along the plane that contains û2 and it
is perpendicular to~rC  ~rD. Furthermore
dim(Vcc(1;4)n) = dim(Acc(1;4)n) = 2:22
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ing the conditions, the algebra associated with line translations;
i.e.
Aa(1;4)n = Ac(1;4)n\Acc(1;4)n = p1: (76)
Hence, the linkage with the two additional constraints is an ex-
ceptional linkage. Thus the mobility of the linkage can be com-
puted by
F = ∑ fi dim(Ac(1;4n)) dim(Acc(1;4n))
+dim(Aa(1;4n)) Nac = 6 2 2+1 2= 1; (77)
where Nac represents the number of additional constraints.
It should be noted that during the coupling movement, the
position vectors of points B and C change, hence the subalgebras
Ac(1;4)n; Acc(1;4)n also change. However, their dimensions and
that of their intersection never change.
9 The Mobility of Some Classical Paradoxical Link-
ages.
After the computation of the mobility of the paradoxical
linkages indicated in Section 8, one question is obvious. Can
the mobility of classical overconstrained linkages such as the
Bennett linkage, or the many varieties of Goldberg linkages, be
computed as indicated in this contribution? The answer is a con-
ditional yes. Any movable linkage can be forced into satisfying
the mobility conditions of a trivial pair of links.30 Indeed, if one
chooses j = i+ 1, then the clockwise infinitesimal mechanical
liaisons and clockwise closure algebra trivially satisfy
Vc(i; i+1) =V (i; i+1) = Ac(i; i+1)
where V (i; i + 1) is the subalgebra associated with the motion
of the kinematic pair that connects links i and i+ 1. Then, the
mobility of any paradoxical linkage can be computed as 31
F = ∑ fi dim(AG) Nac: (78)
where, the AG is the counterclockwise closure subalgebra,
Acc(i; i+ 1)n, computed under some additional conditions, Nac.
Moreover,
AG = Aa(i; i+1)n = Acc(i; i+1)n:
30In some cases may be more convenient to force a movable linkage into sat-
isfying the mobility conditions of an exceptional pair of links.
31A similar development can be obtained when choosing, j = i 1.Copyright  2004 by ASME
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Dowsuch that
Aa(i; i+1)n = Ac(i; i+1)\Acc(i; i+1)n = Ac(i; i+1)
However, for classical overconstraint linkages, such as the Ben-
nett’s linkage or any one of the Goldberg’s linkages, and unlike
the overconstraint linkages dealt in this contribution, the addi-
tional conditions may be non-linear and difficult to guess, and
they will involve the angular velocities of revolute and screw
pairs of the linkage. Moreover, they must be integrable, since,
after all, the restrictions placed on the kinematic pair variables
are holonomic. An analysis, on the Bennett linkage, that follows
this line of reasoning is given in Bardavit et al [20].
10 Conclusions
The first part of this contribution has shown that the mobil-
ity criterion developed in [1; 13] is amenable of manual imple-
mentation by engineering students and engineering practicioners
with a basic knowledge of linear algebra. It is not necessary for
the students and practicioners to know the intrincasies of the Lie
algebra, e(3), of the Lie group, E(3). For the details of a com-
puter implementation of the criterion, the reader is referred to
[21]. Furthermore, the second part of the contribution has shown
that the method developed in [1; 13] can be extended to compute
the mobility of several paradoxical linkages, this may be an step
toward the goal of obtaining a global mobility criterion.
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Appendix A
In this appendix, only the most relevant properties of the
screw algebra, S , will be introduced.
Definition A-1. Screw Algebra, S . The screw algebra, S ,
is a real algebra whose elements are of the form.32
~V = λ(ŝ;~r ŝ+hŝ) = (~ω;~vO); (79)
where, ŝ 2ℜ3 with j ŝ j= 1,~r 2ℜ3 and λ;h 2ℜ –here, ℜ3 is the
usual three-dimensional real vector algebra–, together with the
following three operations. 8~v1;~v2 2 S , and 8λ 2 ℜ,
1. Addition
~v1 +~v2 = (~ω1;~vO1)+(~ω2;~vO2) = (~ω1 +~ω2;~vO1 +~vO2);
(80)
2. Scalar Multiplication
λ~v1 = λ(~ω1;~vO1) = (λ~ω1;λ~vO1); (81)
3. Lie Product, also called motor product or dual vector prod-
uct
[~v1 ~v2] = [(~ω1;~vO1) (~ω2;~vO2)]
= (~ω1~ω2;~ω1~vO2 ~ω2~vO1): (82)
It can be proved that the set together with the operations
of addition and scalar multiplication form a real vector space.
Furthermore, if one includes the Lie product, also known as the
screw product, dual vector product or motor product, the set form
a real, non-associative algebra. For more information about the
properties of the screw algebra, the reader is referred to [22; 23].
32Moreover, the vectors~ω and~vO can be identified as the angular velocity of a
rigid body and the velocity of a point, O, fixed in the rigid body, respectively.24 Copyright  2004 by ASME
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